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Abbreviations and notation

CV
EP
KL divergence
MC
MCMC
MSE
OLSE

cross-validation
expectation propagation
Kullback-Leibler divergence
Monte Carlo
Markov chain Monte Carlo
mean squared error
optimal linear shrinkage estimator

Sx
x∼X
x|y ∼ X
Pr( · )
p( · )
p(x|y)

sample space of random variable x
x has the probability distribution X
x given y has the probability distribution X
probability of an event
probability density or mass function
conditional probability density or mass function, if seen
as a function of x for given y, or likelihood function, if
seen as a function of y for given x
expectation
conditional expectation
variance, if operated on a one dimensional random
variable, or covariance matrix, if operated on a
multidimensional random variable
covariance (or cross-covariance)
correlation coefficient (or cross-correlation)

E( · )
E( · | · )
Var( · )

Cov( · , · )
Cor( · , · )
Bernoulli(p)
Beta(α, β)
half-Cauchy(µ, σ)
Laplace(µ, σ)

Bernoulli distribution with success probability p
beta distribution with respective parameters
Cauchy distribution with location µ and scale σ
restricted to be greater than µ
Laplace (also known as double exponential) distribution
with location µ and scale σ

Abbreviations and Notation

N(µ, Σ)

N(µ, σ)
log-N(µ, σ)
logit-N(µ, σ)
X( · |θ)

I or In
1 or 1n
erf( · )
logit( · )
nul( · )
rank( · )
tr( · )
kAkF
kAktr

multivariate normal distribution with mean µ and
covariance Σ (or alternatively with natural parameters
η and Ω)
normal distribution with mean µ and standard
deviation Σ
log-normal distribution, that is x ∼ log-N(µ, σ) ⇒
log(x) ∼ N(µ, σ)
logit-normal distribution, that is x ∼ logit-N(µ, σ) ⇒
logit(x) ∼ N(µ, σ)
probability density function of a distribution X with
given parameters θ
the identity matrix (of size n)
column vector of ones (of length n)
´π 2
Gauss error function, that is erf(t) = √2π 0 e−t dt


p
logit function, that is logit(p) = log 1−p
, where
p ∈ [0, 1]
matrix nullity
matrix rank
matrix trace
q
T
Frobenius norm of matrix A, that is kAkF = tr(AA
)

√
T
trace norm of matrix A, that is kAktr = tr AA ,
√
where AAT = B, such that BB = AAT
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Chapter 1

Introduction
When dealing with large data sets, the computational complexity of data analysis
algorithms often grow into intolerable magnitudes. Partitioning the data and
processing each part in a parallel fashion is a general scalable approach for coping with this deficiency. However, such a partitioned analysis usually introduces
approximation error in the analysis results. Parallelisation in general is a popular
research topic at the moment.
Distributed inference in a context of Bayesian probabilistic modeling is not
trivial. Various methods for fitting probabilistic models to large data sets have
been proposed. The general workflow in all of them is the following: split the
data, perform inference separately for each part and combine the results. In such
a method, the inference for each separate unit is performed independent of the
others while in reality they should also consider information from the others. This
thesis reviews and experiments a method that performs the inference for each part
iteratively and shares the information from the other in between.
Expectation propagation (EP) is a parallelisable distributional method for performing approximate Bayesian inference. Usually this method is used to distribute
each individual data point into separate part commonly referred to as sites. In
such a case, the inference on the separate sites often becomes easyer. Gelman
et al. (2014a) propose to use EP so that the partitioning is not done pointwise
but in larger parts. In this case, the site inference becomes more complex but also
more informatic. This approach provides more flexible distributed method for
Bayesian inference. Furthermore, in the case of hierarchical models, the method
can be simplified by distributing each group to separate sites. In this thesis, the
term distributed EP refers to the EP method proposed by Gelman et al. (2014a).
This thesis presents the distributed EP method and discusses various aspects
and additional features related to it. Several simulated data problems are used
to test the method. Because the experimented problems are relatively small, the
scalability of the method into bigger problems requires further analysis. This
thesis does not discuss or analyse algorithmic aspects related to the time or
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memory complexity of the presented EP algorithm. Furthermore, the performance
of the distributed EP method is not compared against other distributed Bayesian
inference methods. In addition, a couple of variance reduction methods usable
for the algorithm are presented and experimented, but further analysis would be
required to make general conclusions about their applicability in this problem.
Introduction to the Bayesian inference problem and into the distributed approach
is presented in chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents the EP method in a general level
and chapter 4 applies it into distributed context. The advantages of applying the
distributed EP method to hierarchical models is presented in section 4.3. Various additional considerations and enhancements to the method are discussed in
chapter 5. In chapter 6, the setup for the experiments and the results for them are
presented. Finally, in chapter 7 the distributed EP method and the experiment
results are analysed together more deeply.
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Chapter 2

Bayesian computation in large scale
This chapter presents the basic intuition behind Bayesian inference and computational methods related to it. The inference problem is introduced in section 2.1
and the ultimate reason for using approximative methods, analytically unsolvable integrals, is described in section 2.2. Furthermore, section 2.3 discusses the
computational complexity when working with large data sets and presents some
methods for dealing with this increased burden.

2.1

Bayesian inference

Statistical inference is the process of learning properties of unobserved quantities
or random variables based on a related sample data. In order to make these probabilistic deductions, the observations and the quantities of interest are assumed to
follow some underlying statistical model. In Bayesian approach, Bayes’ theorem is
incorporated into the process by conditioning on the observed data. The essential
feature on these types of methods is that they directly quantify the uncertainty
of the inference probabilistically.
Bayesian data analysis process in general does not consist only of the inference
part. The whole process includes also the initial definition step, where the model
assumptions are assigned, and the final validation step, where the goodness of the
fit is evaluated. The focus of this thesis is, however, not in these two steps, but
in the step between: the evaluation of the posterior distribution.
Posterior distribution
Let θ ∈ Sθ and y ∈ Sy be jointly distributed and possibly multidimensional
random variables, where θ denote an unknown unobserved quantity or parameter,
y denote the observed data and S denote the respective sample space. The goal
is to perform inference for θ conditional on y by finding the posterior distribution
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according to the Bayes’ theorem
p(θ |y) =

p(y |θ) p(θ)
,
p(y)

(2.1)

where p(y |θ) is the likelihood function, p(θ) is the prior and p(y) is the normalising
term sometimes referred as evidence. The likelihood is regarded as a function of
θ for given y. The normalising term is given by
p(y) =

´

Sθ
P

p(y |θ) p(θ) dθ

θ∈Sθ

p(y |θ) p(θ)

if θ is continuous,
if θ is discrete.

(2.2)

From here on, unless otherwise noted, equations are only presented for continuous variables and the analogous forms for discrete cases are omitted. Also, when
notating a definite integral over the whole sample space of a random variable, the
self-evident domain is left out.
Inference target
In addition to the unknown and unobservable parameters of the model, the variable of interest can also be an unknown but observable future sample ye. In this
case, the goal is to find the posterior predictive distribution of ye by
ˆ
p(ye |y) = p(ye |θ, y) p(θ |y) dθ.
(2.3)
If ye and y can be assumed to be conditionally independent given θ, the equa´
tion simplifies further into p(ye |y) = p(ye |θ) p(θ |y) dθ. This type of predictive
inference is not discussed further in this thesis.
Moreover, it is common that the posterior distribution itself is not the final
objective, but further inference upon this distribution is required. Often a multidimensional posterior distribution needs to be marginalised over nuisance parameters or summarised by moments. Typically this analysis consist of an evaluation
of an integral of the form
ˆ


E g(θ) y = g(θ) p(θ |y) dθ,
(2.4)
where g(θ) : Sθ → R is some function of interest. For example, defining g(θ) =
(θ − c)k yields the k-th posterior moment about a value c. Combining from equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.4), it can be seen that the full inference requires calculating
a ratio of integrals
´


g(θ) p(y |θ) p(θ) dθ
E g(θ) y = ´
.
(2.5)
p(y |θ) p(θ) dθ
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Finding the posterior

As seen in the previous section, the posterior distribution is the cornerstone of
all subsequent inference summaries in Bayesian data analysis. However, except
in some rather constrained cases, the posterior distribution can not be solved
analytically in a closed form. Exceptions include cases where the likelihood is
of some specific form and the prior distribution is conjugate to the likelihood.
Because of this, the inference often has to be carried out approximately, either by
numerical integration of distributional approximation.
Numerical methods
Approximating integrals is not trivial and approximating multidimensional integrals, as is often the case in Bayesian inference, is even harder. Numerical methods
designed for these problems can be divided into two groups: simulation methods and deterministic methods. Simulation methods, such as direct simulation or
Monte Carlo (MC), are based on obtaining posterior samples and estimating the
integral stochastically using these samples. Deterministic methods, such as grid
integration or most quadrature methods, are based on evaluating the integral at
finite set of points and combining the densities.
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are popular sampling techniques, where the samples are drawn sequentially based on the previous samples.
By nature, these methods produce dependent samples, but the dependence can be
countered for example by thinning, that is discarding samples periodically, and
by running multiple independent chains. Here it is also important to run the
chains long enough and discard a portion of samples from the beginning of each
chain so that the starting points do not influence the results. When compared to
the basic MC methods, which produce independent samples, the MCMC methods
can better adapt to high-dimensional distributions. The most general MCMC
methods are Metropolis (Metropolis and Ulam 1949; Metropolis et al. 1953) and
Metropolis–Hastings (Hastings 1970). The Stan computation environment used
in the experiments of this thesis use Hamiltonian MCMC method (Duane et al.
1987; Neal 1994) with no-U-turn sampler (Homan and Gelman 2014).
Distributional methods
Distributional approximations are analytic methods that try to approximate the
true posterior with some simpler distribution, from which the desired inferences
can be calculated directly or numerically more efficiently. Because the computational complexity of some of these methods is lower than of the numerical methods
in general, these can be used to get a crude approximation usable as a starting
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point for sampling based methods.
A straightforward way to perform distributional approximation is to fit a (multivariate) normal distribution by centring it to the mode of the posterior and
scaling it based on the curvature at that point. A second order Taylor expansion
of the target log probability density function around the mode shows that the
optimal covariance matrix equals to the inverse of the Hessian of the negative log
probability density function at that point. Laplace’s method approximates the
conditional expectation in equation (2.4) directly based on this normal approximation (Tierney, Kass and Kadane 1989; Tierney and Kadane 1986). Naturally,
these methods require that the posterior mode can be found first. Usually this
is conducted with some iterative search algorithm, such as a simple conditional
maximisation, the Newton’s method or the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno
quasi-Newton method. The first and the second methods are discussed for example
by Gelman et al. (2014b, p. 312) and the last one is reviewed for example by AlBaali, Spedicato and Maggioni (2014). If the posterior distribution is multimodal,
mixture approximations can be used to enhance these methods (Gelman et al.
2014b, p. 319).
Laplace’s method can be further extended to use split normal approximation in
order to better capture possible skewness of the target distribution. The method
for fitting this distribution is described by Geweke (1989, pp. 1324-1326) and
the distribution itself along with necessary properties are defined by Villani and
Larsson (2006). The main idea is to scale each principal component direction in the
approximation by exploring the rate of decline in the corresponding direction from
the mode in the target density. Instead of normal distribution, other distributions
can also be used in the split context. Geweke (1989, pp. 1324-1326) introduces
also an alternative robust method using student’s t-distribution.
Other more advanced distributional approximation methods include, for example, variational Bayes (Beal 2003) and expectation propagation (EP) (Minka
2001b). Both are iterative methods that approximate the target distribution with
some factorised and constrained distribution. In the former method, the problem
is usually partitioned into the components of the parameter vector θ, whereas in
the latter, the partitioning is usually done for the data y. As EP, and its message
passing approach in particular, are fundamental features in the distributed inference method described in this thesis, those are discussed more deeply in section 3.
More robust and efficient methods can be developed by combining different
simulation, deterministic and distributional methods. The topic of this thesis,
the distributed EP method, is one such a technique. It combines aspects from
EP with sampling or alternatively with some other distributional approximation
method.
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Data partitioning

When considering the described Bayesian inference problem, it is obvious that
the computational burden increases, depending on the method, at least linearly
along with the number of data samples. Thus, as in so many other data analysis
problems, it would be highly beneficial to be able to perform the inference in a
distributed fashion, when dealing with large data sets.
It can be seen from equations (2.1) and (2.2), that the data affects the inference
only through the likelihood. If the observed data points y are assumed independent conditional on the model parameters θ, the likelihood can be conveniently
factored as
p(y |θ) =

K
Y

p(yi |θ),

(2.6)

i=1

where y has been partitioned into K subsets y1 , y2 , . . . , yK . An intuitive approach
to distributing the inference would be to analyse each of these likelihood contributions separately and combine the resulting individual posteriors. However, even
though the likelihood factorises naively, the posterior distribution does not.
Performing such a distributed inference on a factored likelihood requires, that
the prior distribution is also propagated into each inference unit somehow. One
option is to associate each likelihood factor with p(θ)1/K , so that their product is
the full unnormalised posterior distribution. This can, however cause problems, if
an informative prior is necessary for good estimation of θ; with large K, the effect
of p(θ)1/K becomes increasingly small. Another option is to use the full prior for
each inference and divide by p(θ)K−1 at the combination stage. Nevertheless, this
approach may also cause numerical instability because of the final normalising
division.
Different techniques has been proposed recently for performing a distributed
Bayesian inference (Ahn, Korattikara and Welling 2012; Gershman, Hoffman and
Blei 2012; Hoffman et al. 2013; Korattikara, Chen and Welling 2014; Neiswanger,
Wang and Xing 2014; Scott et al. 2013; Wang and Blei 2013; Wang and Dunson
2014). While all of these methods incorporate different assumptions and approximations, they all share the same previously described workflow: divide the data
set into pieces, perform the inference separately on all the pieces and combine the
results. Here it is noteworthy, that when the inference for each piece is performed
independently from the others, no data related information is shared among the
inference units before the final combination stage.
In an ideal distributed Bayesian inference, each unit should get feedback from
other units and adjust their decision making based on the others. A simple way
to introduce this message passing behaviour into an existing distributed inference
method, is to iterate it while using the posterior of the previous iteration as
the prior for the new iteration. This way the information from the other units
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is included in the inference after the first initial iteration. Somewhat similar
approach is used in the EP method, which is discussed in more detail in chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Expectation propagation
The distributed Bayesian inference method described in this thesis incorporates
the EP algorithm as a way to share information between individual inference
units. As discussed in section 2.3, this message passing approach is a key feature
in improving a naive one pass distributed inference method. The EP algorithm was
briefly mentioned in section 2.2 together with some other distributional approximation methods but this chapter presents it in more detail.
Section 3.1 presents the general EP framework and its iterative algorithm.
Approximating the tilted distribution is a key step in the algorithm. This approximation and different approaches into it are discussed in section 3.2. Furthermore,
in section 3.3, the problem of convergence and stability is addressed.

3.1

General framework

Expectation propagation (EP) is an iterative deterministic method developed initially by Opper and Winther (2000) and later more generally by Minka (2001a,b).
It approximates a target probability distribution with some exponential family distribution. In a more general setting, other distributions can also be used, although
this complicates the calculations and denies some theoretical results related to the
convergence. In Bayesian inference, EP is often used to approximate an intractable posterior distribution p(θ |y).
Let f (θ) denote the target distribution with some convenient factorisation into
K sites
f (θ) ∝

K
Y

fi (θ) .

(3.1)

i=0

Here it is not necessary for the the factors fi (θ) to be probability distributions.
They can be for example unnormalised distributions or likelihood functions. Usually this method is applied in Bayesian context so that each factor corresponds to
the likelihood of a single data point. However, other factorisations can be applied,
for example, by combining multiple data points together. Let g(θ) denote the
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approximating distribution
K
Y

g(θ) ∝

gi (θ),

(3.2)

i=0

where g(θ) and each gi (θ) follow some distribution of choice from the exponential family. Each site term gi (θ) approximates corresponding factor from equation (3.1).
The main idea of the algorithm is to iteratively update each site term gi (θ) by
approximating the respective true site term in the context of the current global
approximation. Let cavity distribution g−i (θ) denote the product of all the other
K − 1 site approximations except the currently selected one
g−i (θ) ∝

Y

gj (θ) .

(3.3)

j6=i

The tilted distribution g\i (θ) is formed by replacing the site approximation with
the corresponding factor fi (θ) in the global approximation, that is
g\i (θ) ∝ fi (θ)

Y

gj (θ) .

(3.4)

j6=i

This distribution includes the correct factor for the current site and approximations for the others. In each iteration, the site approximation gi (θ) is updated by
fitting the global approximation g(θ) into the tilted distribution.
In the beginning of the algorithm, some initial distributions are chosen for
the site approximations and the global approximation is calculated from equation (3.2). Then the following EP algorithm is iterated until the global approximation converges. One EP iteration consist of updating each site approximation
once, that is for i = 1, 2, . . . , K:
1. Compute the cavity distribution
g(θ)
.
(3.5)
gi (θ)
Here it should be noted that the cavity distribution can also be evaluated
from equation (3.3), but often equation (3.5) provides more numerically
efficient way. When working with the natural parameters of the normal
distribution, product of distributions can be conducted by summation of
the parameters and division by subtraction. Thus, using equation (3.3), the
calculation of the cavity distribution is carried out by K − 1 summations
for each site, whereas using equation (3.5), only one sutraction is needed for
each site. The latter approach has worse precision however, because one of
the terms is summend and later subtracted away. Although probably not
beneficial, other more complex and memory consuming approaches can be
taken by combining summations of common terms in different sites. These
implementational aspects are discussed more deeply in chapter 4.
g−i (θ) ∝
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2. Form the tilted distribution
g\i (θ) ∝ fi (θ) g−i (θ) .

(3.6)

e
3. Approximate the tilted distribution with a distribution g(θ)
from the chosen
family.

4. Update the site approximation
gi (θ) ∝

e
g(θ)
.
g−i (θ)

(3.7)

5. If serial, update the global approximation
e
g(θ) = g(θ)
∝ gi (θ) g−i (θ) .

(3.8)

If the algorithm is run in serial, the global approximation g(θ) is updated after
each site approximation update in the step 5. Otherwise, if the algorithm is run
in parallel fashion, the global approximation is updated only after all of the site
approximations has been updated, that is after all the steps 1–4 are run for each
i = 1, 2, . . . , K. The former method is called sequential EP and the latter parallel
EP.
As mentioned before, in the case of Bayesian computing, the site terms in the
target distribution have usually been partitioned among the data points, that is
each site term fi (θ) corresponds to the likelihood of one data point. In addition,
one of the site terms are assigned into the prior distribution. Naturally if the prior
distribution is already of the required form, the corresponding site approximation
can be set to the precise distribution from the beginning and it does not need to be
updated during the iteration procedure. Instead of the usual way of partitioning
all the data points into separate sites, the distributed method described in this
thesis assigns multiple points into one site.

3.2

Approximating the tilted distribution

The approximation of the tilted distribution in the step 3 of the algorithm can
be done in many ways. The situation is quite similar to the problem that the EP
algorithm is trying to solve in the first place. However, as only one of the factors
in the tilted distribution is difficult to handle, the problem is often more easily
approachable.
In the standard EP algorithm, the approximation of the tilted distribution
is done by matching the respective moments of the approximative distribution
to the ones obtained from the tilted distribution. This requires an integration
over a possibly high-dimensional space Sθ . In many situations, this can be done
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analytically in closed form or a dimension reduction method can be utilised (Minka
2001a). If this is not possible or reasonable, various alternative methods exists.
Some of these methods and their general approaches are presented in the following
sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
3.2.1

Distributional methods

One approach for approximating the tilted distribution is to use Laplace’s approximation to match the mode and curvature instead of the moments. Even if the
corresponding factor fi (θ) does not have an easily identified mode, the presence
of the cavity distribution ensures that at least one such exists in the tilted distribution. The mean of the cavity distribution is a good starting point for the
mode searching algorithm. Smola, Vishwanathan and Eskin (2004) shows that a
solution obtained by this Laplace propagation method is also one possible solution
of the Laplace’s approximation in the joint model.
Furthermore, here it could be beneficial to use the split normal or split-t
approximation discussed in section 2.2 in order to improve the approximation
on skewed distributions. Here, as with other distributional tilted distribution
approximations, it is not necessary that the family of the approximative distribution g(θ) is the same as the one used to approximate the tilted distribution. The
moments of g(θ) can be matched with the ones obtained by this approximation.
Further improvements can be made for example by using importance sampling
(Geweke 1989).
Another interesting possibility is to use EP again to estimate the moments
of the tilted distribution (Riihimäki, Jylänki and Vehtari 2013). This nested EP
method is applicaple, if the target site terms have some spesific form, for example
they are further factorisable with some transformation on the parameter θ. In
these situations the inner EP algorithm converges quickly and often only one EP
iteration is needed.
3.2.2

Simulation methods

More universally applicable method for approximating the tilted distribution is to
use sampling for calculating the moments. The accuracy of the moment estimates
is particularly important with EP, as inaccurate estimates may cause instability
(Jylänki, Vanhatalo and Vehtari 2011). However, low precision in these estimates
may still produce good results in some cases, as can be seen in the results of
the experiments in section 6.5. Clearly the model and the method affect this
behaviour.
Approximating the moments from samples efficiently is not trivial. The number of required samples for accurate covariance matrix estimation increase heavily
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along with the number of dimensions, while the computational burden per sample
also increases. As a result, the time complexity may easily explode into intolerable
magnitudes, or inaccurate results may cause the EP algorithm to fail. Nevertheless, many methods exists for improving these estimates. Section 5.3 presents
some of these methods in more detail.

3.3

Convergence and stability

Running the EP algorithm by moment matching minimises the Kullback-Leibler
divergence (KL divergence) (Kullback and Leibler 1951) from the tilted distribution to the corresponding approximating distribution iteratively. However, this
does not ensure that the KL divergence from the resulting global approximation
to the true target distribution is minimised (Bishop 2006, p. 510). The following
results are shown by Minka (2001b). If the approximating distribution is from the
exponential family, and if the algorithm converges, the solution will be a stationary point in a particular energy function. Here it is also noteworthy that, if the
EP algorithm is run in serial, the behaviour of the algorithm depends on the order
in which the sites are processed.
The convergence problems of EP is a considerable feature that has to be payed
attention to. One remarkable problem is that when updating the global approximation either in the step 5 of the EP algorithm or after each EP iteration, the
resulting distribution does not exist and the algorithm fails. Generally this problem appears in a situations, where the variance or the covariance matrix of the
global approximation is not positive or positive definite respectively. A simple
solution to this problem is to force the variance positive (Minka 2001a, p. 22)
or the matrix to positive definite (Betancourt 2013). Alternatively one can perform only partial site updates by introducing damping. An implementation for
damping is presented in section 4.2 and its effects are discussed in section 5.1.
Constraining positive definiteness is discussed in more detail in section 5.2.
Another problem that often co-occurs with non-positive variances or covariance
matrices, that are not positive definite, is that the site approximations oscillate
without ever converging. If the magnitude of the oscillation is small, the problem
does not matter, but otherwise, some actions has to be taken in order to gain useful, interpretable results. While damping may help avoiding also this problem, a
more direct approach is to smooth the tilted distribution approximations by averaging over few approximations from the previous iterations. Various approaches
for performing this weighted moment update are presented in section 5.2
While there is no guarantee that the EP algorithm converges when iterating
infinitely, it has been shown to perform well on many practical applications. For
example, it performs better or at least as good as both local variational methods
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and the Laplace’s approximation in logistic regression and classification models
(Kuss and Rasmussen 2005). On the other hand, the nature of EP does not always
comport with certain type of models; for example when applied to multimodal
mixture distributions, EP often yields a solution that is something between all
the mixtures, while a solution focused to only one mode could be more useful.
Multimodal and long tailed distributions often has stability issues in the tilted
distribution approximation step of the EP algorithm.
Many extension methods, that address to the problem of convergence or to the
possible computational instabilities, has been developed. Fractional EP is one such
method (Minka 2004). As a generalisation to the KL divergence, it corresponds
to minimising the α-divergence (Cichocki and Amari 2010), with different choices
of α. This method can be used to improve the robustness of the EP algorithm,
as the error in the tails of the approximation of the tilted distribution causes less
stability issues when α < 1.
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Chapter 4

Distributed EP
This chapter presents a distributed Bayesian inference method that utilises the
message passing feature of the EP method to share information between parallel inference units. Section 4.1 considers EP from distributional point of view in
general and presents some approaches related to it. An implementation for distributed EP using normal approximation is described in section 4.2. Furthermore,
applying the distributed EP into hierarchical models are discussed in section 4.3.
Using hyperparameters complexifies the EP calculations slightly. Dealing with
them is briefly discussed in section 4.4.

4.1

Distributed approach to EP

As mentioned before in section 3.1, the factorisation of the likelihood in the EP
algorithm in equation (3.1) is typically performed pointwise, that is each site term
corresponds to the likelihood of one data point. This factorisation corresponds
to ultimate distribution of the data into separate inference units. Instead of this
full factorisation, the data set y can also be partitioned into sets consisting of
multiple points, where each set is assigned into one EP site. Let N denote the
number of data points and K the total number of sites. In general, K can be
anything between 1 and N , where the former corresponds to the full inference
case without any EP and the latter into the typical pointwise EP inference. Here
the prior distribution
is noti counted into the total number of sites.
h
Let y = y1 , y2 , . . . , yK denote the selected partitioning of the data into K
subsets. Each site has its own likelihood p(yk |θ). The EP method presented in
section 3.1 can be applied to construct an approximation g(θ) for the posterior
Q
distribution p(θ |y) ∝ p(θ) K
k=1 p(yk |θ). The prior for θ is assigned into one
site term, that is kept constant. Here the approximation of the tilted distribution
corresponds to a reduced inference problem considering only a part of the data in
the likelihood and the corresponding cavity distribution as the prior. The original
problem considering the whole data y is distributed into K parallelisable iterated
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subproblems.
In a pointwise partitioning, the resulting tilted distributions can often be
approximated easily, as only one data point affects them directly. In such situations, the tilted distributions can often be approximated analytically or using one
dimensional numerical quadrature. When the number of sites is decreased, the
number of assigned data points increase and the inference is likely to become more
and more difficult relative to the K = N case. In such a case, the tilted distribution approximation generally does not have analytic solution and other methods
for approximating it has to be applied. However, while the site inferences become
harder, the amount of information gained in each inference is increased and the
total number of required EP iterations is likely to decrease. This trade-off situation implies that balancing between both extremes K = N and K = 1 might
provide good results.
The computational advantage of using EP in distributed Bayesian inference,
when compared to other relative inference methods mentioned in section 2.3, lies
in the message passing feature. In distributed Bayesian inference setting, each
partition has only a confined view of the global information. If a partition has
likelihood contribution in areas that are contradicted by the other K −1 partitions,
and the inference for this partition is made independent of the other partitions, a
lot of computational effort is wasted on this redundant area. Figure 4.1 illustrates
this with a simple example. In distributed EP, the information from the other
partitions is included as a prior for the inference for the other partitions via the
cavity distribution, and the redundancy of the area is taken into account, when
performing the inference on that partition. This additional information available
after the first iteration may increase the effectiveness of the algorithm.
Depending on the problem, the partitioning of the data may affect the result
and the convergence speed of the EP algorithm. Some data sets may have a
natural partitioning, which results in increased effectiveness, and breaking this
partitioning may cause problems. Even if the number of sites is kept constant
but the associated data points are changed, the results may change. Consider a
big data set, which is distributed into two sites. Only two points are included
into one site and the rest into the other. Clearly it is likely that the partitioning
is redundant because the full model considering all the points can be fitted with
nearly the same effort as the inference on the bigger site in the EP algorithm in
one iteration. The matter of partitioning is clearly a complex problem.
The general EP method can be performed in serial or parallel fashion. Consider
a case, where the parallel EP algorithm is run in K parallel computing client units
or nodes which are controlled by a single master node. Each site is assigned into
one client node, where the relating parallelisable computations, such as the tilted
distribution approximation, are carried out. If each site contains multiple data
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Figure 4.1: A simple example that illustrates the benefits of EP. The parameter θ
has two dimensions and data points have been partitioned into five pieces. Each
ellipse represents an equi-contour of the likelihood corresponding to one partition.
In the EP, the computational effort in the site inference can be focused into the
area of overlap, whereas with independent parallel inferences, the whole ellipse
has to be covered.
points, that is K < N , the inference in each individual unit might become slower
and more informative. Because of this increased effort in the site calculations,
parallelisating the computation becomes more effective, as the effort required in
the information transfer between the nodes relative to the total computational
effort in the parallel nodes decreases.

4.2

Implementation

This section presents a distributed parallel EP algorithm by Gelman et al. (2014a)
using normal approximation. The posterior distribution
p(θ |y) ∝

K
Y

p(yk |θ) p(θ)

(4.1)

k=1

is approximated by
K
Y

g(θ) ∝ g0 (θ |η0 , Ω0 )

gk (θ |ηk , Ωk ) = N(θ |η, Ω),

(4.2)

k=1

where all the site approximations gk (θ |ηk , Ωk ) and prior g0 (θ |η0 , Ω0 ) are normal.
The term g0 (θ |η0 , Ω0 ) corresponds to the prior p(θ) directly or by approximating
it with normal distribution. Normal distributions are written in the terms of the
natural parameters of the exponential family:
Ω = Σ −1

and η = Σ −1 µ,

(4.3)
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where Σ is the corresponding covariance matrix and µ is the mean vector. Using
these, a product of normal distributions can be calculated by summing the respective natural parameters:
n
Y

N(x|ηi , Ωi ) = N(x|η, Ω),

(4.4)

i=1

where
Ω=

n
X

Ωi

and η =

i=1

n
X

(4.5)

ηi .

i=1

In the initialisation of the algorithm, some starting values has to be assigned
for the site approximations gk (θ |ηk , Ωk ). One possibility is to improperly set each
site term to identity by setting Ωk = 0 and ηk = 0. In this case the initial global
approximation corresponds to the prior, that is g(θ) = g0 (θ |η0 , Ω0 ). Let ∆Ωk
and ∆ηk denote the requested change in the site approximation k in the current
iteration. Initially ∆Ωk = 0 and ∆ηk = 0, ∀k ∈ 1, 2, . . . , K. The following
algorithm is repeated until convergence:
1. Compute new updated site parameters with damping level δ ∈ (0, 1] for all
k = 1, 2, . . . K by
Ωknew = Ωk + δ∆Ωk ,

ηknew = ηk + δ∆ηk .

(4.6)

2. Compute new natural parameters of g(θ) by
Ω

new

= Ω0 +

K
X

Ωknew ,

k=1

η

new

= η0 +

K
X

ηknew .

(4.7)

k=1

3. If Ω new is not positive definite, decrease δ and go back to step 1.
4. Form the cavity distributions g−k (θ) = N(θ |η−k , Ω−k ) for all k = 1, 2, . . . K
by
Ω−k = Ω new − Ωknew ,

η−k = η new − ηknew .

(4.8)

5. If Ω−k is not positive definite for any k, decrease δ and go back to step 1.
Otherwise, accept the new global approximation by setting Ω = Ω new ,
η = η new and the site approximations by setting Ωk = Ωknew , ηk = ηknew for
all k = 1, 2, . . . K.
6. Approximate the tilted distribution with a normal distribution N(η\k , Ω\k )
and determine its natural parameters for all k = 1, 2, . . . K. Various methods
for performing this is discussed in section 3.2. Methods for approximating
the precision matrix Ω\k from MCMC samples is discussed in section 5.3.
When the precision matrix has been estimated, η\k can be calculated from
equation (4.5).
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7. For all k = 1, 2, . . . K do the following: If the precision matrix Ω\k was
successfully estimated so that it is positive definite, compute the new site
parameter updates ∆Ωk and ∆ηk so that the moments of the global approximation match with the tilted approximation and the cavity distribution
according to equation (3.7), that is Ωknew = Ω\k −Ω−k and ηknew = η\k −η−k
and particularly
∆Ωk = Ω\k − Ω−k − Ωk ,

∆ηk = η\k − η−k − ηk .

(4.9)

If the precision matrix is not positive definite, the update can be discarded
by setting ∆Ωk = 0 and ∆ηk = 0 or by forcing the precision matrix positive
definite. This matter is discussed in more detail in section 5.2.
The steps 1–7 are repeated until the tilted distribution are consistent with the
global approximation. The natural parameters Ω\k and η\k should be close to the
corresponding global approximation parameters Ω and η for all k = 1, 2, . . . K.
4.2.1

Parallelisation

The algorithm can be parallelised for optimal performance; after all, the algorithm
is a parallel EP implementation. Consider a case where K site clients or nodes
and a master node are available. Each site node is responsible of site specific calculations and the master node manages and combines information from the sites.
Embarrassingly parallelisable steps include the steps 1, 4, 6 and 7. Determining
the positive definiteness of the cavity precision matrix in the step 5 can be done
in parallel already at the step 4. The steps 6 and 7 can be done in each site node
in serial without contacting the master node in between. Thus one parallel EP
iteration contains three parallel phases.
For the first parallelised phase covering the update of the site parameters, the
master node needs to first contact each site node and wait for reply from them
all. If the master node does not share memory with the site nodes, the updated
site parameters need to be send to the master node in the reply. However, as the
previous site parameters and site updates are already in the site nodes, only the
damping factor needs to be passed to the site nodes when calling.
In the second parallel phase, the new candidate cavity distributions are calculated and checked for positive definiteness. Here the curent global approximation
parameters needs to be passed to each site. For the reply, only information about
the positive definiteness needs to be send back to the master node. Here the master node can also jump back to the step 1 prematurely, if any of the site nodes
report failure in the positive definiteness. Otherwise, if all the site nodes report
success, the master node can continue to the step 6.
The last parallel phase, where the site inference is conducted and the site
parameter updates are calculated, is probably the most computationally heavy
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part of the algorithm. The master node contacts each site node to indicate that
the site parameter update was successful, but no other information needs to be
passed in the calling message. Also the reply from the site nodes does not need to
contain any other information that the indication of success in the estimation of
the site parameter update terms. The next iteration can be started when all the
sites have finished. However, here it is also possible for the master node to continue
to the next iteration already when few of the site inferences have completed their
task. This asynchronous parallelisation is discussed further in section 5.4.1.

4.3

Hierarchical setting

Using EP for distributed Bayesian inference provides significant benefits for hierarchical models. Consider a model that has J hierarchical groups with corresponding local parameter vectors θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θJ and shared parameters φ. The shared
parameters contains all the hyperparameters and other data model parameters,
that are shared among the hierarchical groups. The information from the other
sites’ local parameters does not affect the inference of the others. Thus these
parameters does not need to be distributed in the message passing information,
that is the EP algorithm does not need to concern with them. The convergence
of the EP has to happen only on the shared parameters.
Consider a partitioning of the data y into K sites y1 , y2 , . . . , yK , where each
site k has its local model p(yk |θk , φ) p(θk |φ), that is each θk affects only the site
k. The EP can be applied here to approximate the marginal posterior distribution of the shared parameters p(φ|y). The algorithm follows the description in
section 3.1, where the tilted distribution for site k is
g\k (θk , φ) ∝ p(yk |θk , φ) p(θk |φ) g−k (φ)

(4.10)

and the approximation is made for its marginal distribution g\k (φ). After the final
approximation for p(φ|y) is obtained from the EP, the joint posterior distribution
can be approximated from
p(θ, φ|y) ∝ p(φ|y)

K
Y

p(yk |θk , φ) p(θk |φ),

(4.11)

k=1

h

i

where θ = θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θK . This holds because each sites’ local parameters θk are
assumed to be independent given the shared parameters φ. However, some additional considerations for approximating the joint posterior distribution is presented in section 4.3.1.
The computational gain of hierarchical partitioning in EP is probably big. Let
NJ denote the number of samples and Nθ the number of local parameters per
group (same for each group). Let Nφ denote the number of shared parameters.
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The full problem without data partitioning has JNJ data points and JNθ + Nφ
parameters but the distributed EP problem has K parallel problems with JNJ /K
data points and JNθ /K + Nφ parameters. The scaling with respect to the data
points occurs also when EP is applied to non-hierarchical problems, but the scaling
with respect to the parameters applies especially for hierarchical problems. If J
or Nθ is big, the benefit of the parallelisation is probably big, as quite often the
computational complexity scales at least quadratically with respect to the number
of parameters. For example, in the algorithm implemented in the experiments of
this thesis, cubically scaling Cholesky decomposition is applied to the covariance
matrix of the parameters.
The natural partitioning of the samples for utilising the full potential of the EP
in hierarchical setting is to distribute all hierarchical groups to individual sites,
that is K = J, where K is the number of sites and J is the number of groups.
Then the approximation of the tilted distribution at each site simplifies to a nonhierarchical inference problem. In practice however, the number of hierarchical
groups J is often considerable big and it might not be possible to effectively utilise
as many parallel computing units. In those cases, it is possible to process many
site in one computing unit in serial fashion. However, it might be beneficial to
distribute multiple groups into single site instead, that is K < J, so that each site
considers only dJ/Ke or bJ/Kc hierarchical groups.
Distributing the samples evenly by splitting the groups is probably not beneficial. This would increase the number of considered groups in the individual site
inference problems and the corresponding local parameters should be included
in the parameters distributed by the EP. By splitting the groups, the computational benefits of the hierarchical setting would be lost. If the number of available
parallel computing units is greater than the number of hierarchical groups, when
possible, it could be highly effective to introduce a nested EP algorithm instead.
In this algorithm, the excess computing units are utilised by applying a higher
level distributed EP into the inference of the tilted distribution inside the lower
level EP. However, additional experimenting would be required in order to make
more thorough comparison between conventional and nested EP in distributed
setting for hierarchical models.
4.3.1

Approximating the joint posterior distribution

Approximating the joint posterior density after convergence of EP algorithm for a
hierarchical problem requires some consideration. Usable factorisation for approximating the joint posterior is given in equation 4.11, where the marginal posterior
of the shared parameters p(φ|y) can be substituted by the obtained EP approx-
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imation g(φ):
g(θ, φ) = g(φ)

K
Y

p(yk |θk , φ) p(θk |φ) .

(4.12)

k=1

Different approaches for approximating this can be taken.
Consider here that sampling is used to approximate the tilted distributions
in EP. If the marginal posterior distributions for each local parameter θk are
required only separately, the samples obtained from the tilted distributions in
the last iteration can be used directly as simulations of θk or for approximating
p(θk , φ|y). However, if the joint distribution of all the parameters or samples
from it are required, the tilted distribution samples can not be used. Different site
simulations are not synchronised so that different sites simulate different values of
φ. One way of obtaining samples from the approximate joint posterior distribution
is to first draw samples from the obtained EP approximation for the posterior
p(φ|y) and, for each sample of φ, perform inference for each local parameter
θk conditional on φ and draw a sample for each of them. Here the inferences
for each θk can be performed in parallel. Depending of the complexity of the
conditional inferences, this method can be computationally very expensive, but
may be enhanced for example by applying adiabatic Monte Carlo (Betancourt
2014).

4.4

Unknown hyperparameter

If an unknown prior parameter, that is a hyperparameter, is assigned for a parameter, it has to be specially dealt with. One possibility is to include the hyperparameter in the inferred parameters of the EP algorithm and assign a separate
site for it. Consider a problem with parameter θ, that has a prior p(θ |γ) with
unknown hyperparameter γ. The joint posterior distribution of the parameters is
p(θ, γ |y) ∝ p(θ |γ) p(γ)

K
Y

p(yk |θ) .

(4.13)

k=1

In the EP algorithm described in section 3.1, the respective site terms gk (θ, γ)
corresponds to usual likelihood terms p(yk |θ), where k = 1, 2, . . . , K, and the
hyperparameter site term gγ (θ, γ) to the term p(θ |γ). The tilted distributions of
the sites k are defined by
g\k (θ, γ) ∝ p(yk |θ) g−k (θ, γ)

(4.14)

and the hyperparameter site tilted distribution by
g\γ (θ, γ) ∝ p(θ |γ) g−γ (θ, γ),

(4.15)
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where the term p(θ |γ) is seen as a likelihood function of γ. It can be seen that
the inference subproblem for the hyperparameter site has different structure than
the other sites and has to be handled differently. Notably the hyperparameter site
does not consider the data y directly but through the cavity distribution.
Similarly as in the non-hierarchical case of EP described in section 4.1, if an
unknown hyperparameter is assigned for a parameter in hierarchical model, it
needs to be specially dealt with. However, if the prior affects only local parameters, it does not need to be included as a separate site. Only unknown priors
of shared parameters require special attention. This is because the information
for hyperparameter comes only from one site and the inference for it is done in
the corresponding site itself. Anyhow, the hyperparameter of a local parameter
itself, if it is shared among multiple groups, has to be included in the inferred
parameters of the EP algorithm, just as described in the start of section 4.3.
As mentioned before in section 4.3, splitting a hierarchical group into multiple
sites requires that corresponding local parameters are included in the parameters
inferred by EP. If such a parameter has an unknown hyperparameter, also the
additional site corresponding to that hyperparameter has to be included in the
EP sites, just as for hyperparameters of a global parameter. From EP point of
view, a local parameter is not local anymore, if it is split into multiple sites.
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Chapter 5

Algorithmic considerations
This chapter discusses some implementational aspects of using EP for distributed Bayesian inference as described in chapter 4. These considerations do not
concern only the implementation in section 4.2, but are more generally applicable. Section 5.1 discusses the convergence of the EP algorithm by considering
it as a stochastic optimisation problem. Section 5.2 addresses with the problem
of encountering a covariance and precision matrix, that is not positive definite,
and failing tilted distribution approximations. Different techniques for obtaining
better tilted distribution precision matrix approximations from samples is discussed in section 5.3. Finally some additional implementational considerations
and possible enhancements are presented in section 5.4.

5.1

Stochastic optimisation

When considering the algorithm descibed in section 4.2, it can be seen that
it is a stochastic optimisation algorithm with similarities to a Robbins–Monro
algorithm (Robbins and Monro 1951). The damping factor corresponds to the
step size and the moment update terms described in the step 7 corresponds to the
parameter updates. In order for such algorithm to converge succesfully into right
solution, several requirements must be met. In the context of EP, two criteria
should be payed attention to: the damping factor has to decrease and the tilted
distribution moment approximations has to be unbiased.
The decreasing nature of the damping factor can be ensured by controlling the
initial damping factor for example by decreasing it exponentially. If the damping
factor is constantly too big, the noise in the moments may cause the algorithm
to oscillate near the solution without ever reaching it. The forceful decreasing of
the damping factor has to be done even if the tilted distributon moments could
be calculated precisely. It is also even more important in parallel EP, as multiple
update steps are performed simultaeously.
If the positive definiteness check decreases the damping factor into a small
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value, the EP algorithm has either converged to a local or global mode or the
noise in the moment estimates is too big. In such a case, it could be beneficial to
estimate the moment update terms againg from the sites, possibly with increased
accuracy, in order to check if the latter has occurred. However, detecting the
convergence to a local mode is harder. Here it should be noted that, if the moment
estimates are precise enough, the EP algorithm can converge even if the damping
factor is big.
In general, the tilted distributon moment approximations in the described EP
algorithm are biased. This may affect the convergence properties of the algorithm
either by increasing the approximation error or by preventing the convergence
completely. Thus it is necessary to pay attention to the accuracy of the estimates.
Different variance reduction methods and increased number of samples can be
used to reduce the risk of failure in the convergence. More detailed discussion
about estimating the precision matrix from samples is presented in section 5.3.

5.2

Constraining positive definiteness

The EP algorithm described in section 4.2 contains three checks for positive definiteness of a covariance or precision matrix, which ensure that the computations
remain well defined at all times:
•

global posterior approximation at step 3 after updating the site approximations,

•

cavity distributions at step 5,

•

tilted distribution approximation at step 7.

The check for the global approximation is not always necessary however, as ensuring that all of the covariance matrices of the cavity distributions are positive definite also ensures that the global approximation is well defined. The check for the
global approximation can be used as a shortcut for detecting a bad case before
more numerically heavy step 4 with all the site nodes is reached. Also if the
moments of the global approximation are monitored during the iterations, this
check comes for free when inverting the precision matrix with Cholesky decomposition.
The algorithm definition in section 4.2 uses damping to cope with situations
where the global approximation or the cavity distribution covariance matrices
are not positive definite. The damping controls how much of the update in the
site approximations determined in the previous iteration are taken into account
in current iteration. The damping is first set to some value in the range (0, 1]
and is then decreased towards zero until all of the cavity distributions pass the
positive definiteness check. If the EP algorithm result oscillates without ever
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converging, damping can be used to forcefully decay the updates by assigning a
starting damping factor that decreases as a function of the iterations. A starting
damping factor is the initial level of damping in each iteration. In the beginning of
the EP algorithm, the starting damping factor should be high in order to support
fast convergence.
The check for the tilted distribution covariance matrix is related to the approximation method. For example, if the Laplace’s method or its derivatives are used,
the accuracy of the found mode and its neighbourhood affect the outcome of the
covariance matrix. For sample based MCMC methods, the number of samples
affect the accuracy considerably. If the tilted distribution approximation fails,
that is the resulting covariance matrix estimate is not positive definite, various
alternative actions can be taken. The simplest one is to discard the update and
hope that sufficient amount of change from the other sites are provided in order
to have successful approximation on the next iteration. Another solution is to
force the variance to positive or the covariance matrix to positive definite.
Forcing the variance of a one dimensional parameter to positive is trivial.
However, forcing a precision or covariance matrix A to positive definite can be
done in various ways. Here three alternative methods are presented in the order
of computational complexity (most complex first):
Eigendecomposition
Perform an eigendecomposition for the matrix A = QΛQ−1 . Keep the
eigenvectors Q but replace any negative eigenvalues in Λ with small positive
number, and reconstruct the matrix.
Eigenvalue shift
Find the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix A (which is non-positive as A is
not positive definite) and add its absolute value and a small buffer value to
the diagonal entries of A. Eigenvalues λ and corresponding eigenvectors x
of matrix A satisfy the equation Ax = λx. The eigenvalue equation of a
new matrix A + cI, where c ∈ R , is
(A + cI)x = Ax + cIx = λx + cx = (λ + c)x,

(5.1)

that is every eigenvalue of A is shifted by c. If c is greater than the smallest
eigenvalue of A, the matrix is positive definite.
Gershgorin circle shift
Replace all the diagonal elements, that are smaller than the sum of the
absolute values of the other elements in the corresponding row, by a value
slightly greater than the sum. This ensures positive definiteness because
according to the Gershgorin circle theorem, the eigenvalues of a matrix A
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live in balls centred at the diagonal entries [A]i,i with radius equal to the
described row sum

P

j:j6=i

[A]i,j .

The eigendecomposition method has been used in similar setting for example
by Betancourt (2013). This method is computationally heavy for big matrices and
may introduce significant numerical error from the decomposition that accumulate
due to the reconstruction of the matrix in the end. With this method however,
the analytical change in the eigenvalues of the modified matrix is minimal and
the eigenvectors are preserved.
Finding and approximating the smallest eigenvalue of a big matrix is a lot
easier and more accurate than finding them all with eigendecomposition. The
smallest eigenvalue can be approximated efficiently for example by Lanczos iteration with selective reorthogonalisation (Parlett and Scott 1979). Because of this,
the eigenvalue shift method is numerically faster and may introduce less error
than the eigendecomposition method. On the other hand, when compared to the
eigendecomposition method, shifting all the eigenvalues and particularly shifting
all the diagonal elements of an estimated covariance or precision matrix may be
considered to be too big of a change. However, often the estimated matrix is only
slightly deviated from a positive-definite matrix, so that its smallest eigenvalue is
close to zero. In such a case, the change in the diagonal is small compared to the
greater numerical error introduced by the eigendecomposition method. Similarly
as in the eigendecomposition method, the eigenvectors of the matrix are preserved
in the eigenvalue shift method.
Computationally simplest method is the Gershgorin circle shift method. Similarly as the eigenvalue shift method, it also changes all the eigenvalues of the
matrix. However, unlike with the eigenvalue shift method, it also changes the
eigenvectors and not much can be said about the magnitude of the change in the
eigenvalues. On the other hand, it preserves all the diagonal elements of the matrix that satisfy the row sum criteria. Both methods preserve all the off diagonal
elements.
If an approximation of the tilted distribution precision matrix has failed, it
would be sensible to assume that the accuracy of the estimate is quite low already
in the first place. With this in mind, it seems justified to use the easiest method
to force the matrix positive definite. Thus the Gershgorin circle shift method
described earlier would probably do just fine. If more accuracy is required or
the eigenvectors should be preserved, the eigenvalue shift method should be used
and preferred over the eigendecomposition method. If the minimum eigenvalue is
found to be a large negative number, eigendecomposition should be used instead.
In such a case, however, the original matrix is quite erroneous and discarding
the update completely would probably be the best choice. Further analysis and
experimenting would be required in order to make more rigorous conclusions about
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the effect of the error in practice.

5.3

Precision matrix estimation

Estimating the moments of the tilted distribution in an EP algorithm is not easy.
The problem was first discussed in a general level in section 3.2. In many cases,
the problematic estimation target is the population covariance matrix Σ of d
dimensional random variable θ, that is


T



Σ = Var(θ) = E (θ − µ)(θ − µ) ,

(5.2)

where µ = E(θ). This section considers the case, where the precision matrix
Ω = Σ −1 is required and should be estimated from n samples θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θn of θ.
The naive way of estimating Ω is to first estimate Σ and then invert it. The
d × d scatter matrix S is defined as
S=

n 
X

θi − θ



θi − θ

T



= Θ − θ1Tn



Θ − θ1Tn

T

(5.3)

,

i=1

h

i

where θ = n1 ni=1 θi is the sample mean and Θ = θ1 θ2 . . . θn is the d × n
sample data matrix obtained by concatenating all the sample vectors column-wise.
The natural estimator for Σ is the sample covariance matrix
P

c=
Σ

1
S.
n−1

(5.4)

The sample precision matrix is the inverse of this matrix
c=Σ
c−1 = (n − 1)S −1 .
Ω

(5.5)

c and θ are unbiased estimators regardless of the underlying true distriBoth Σ
 
 
c = Σ and E θ = µ. However, in general Ω
c is biased,
bution, that is E Σ




c 6= Ω. Moreover, different maximum likelihood estimates for Σ and
that is E Ω
unbiased estimators for Ω can be derived for certain distributions. As discussed
in the section 5.1, it would be highly beneficial to be able to obtain an unbiased
estimate of the precision matrix of the tilted distribution from MCMC samples.
However, the experiments in chapter 6 shows that it is possible to obtain good
results also using biased estimates.
Despite being an unbiased estimator, the sample covariance matrix is not a
good estimate for the eigenvalues of the true covariance matrix. Thus its inverse is
a poor estimate for Ω. If the number of samples is much greater than the number
of dimensions, that is in the case of standard asymptotics (Le Cam and Yang
2000), the sample precision matrix is sufficiently accurate. However, when n is
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c is significantly
bigger than d but still relatively close to it, the sampling error of Σ
big (Bai and Shi 2011). In addition, according to the theorem A.2, the rank of
c can not be greater than n. Thus, if n < d, the sample precision matrix is not
Σ
invertible. In this extreme case one would have to resort for example to a least
squares solution with Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse.
If the true distribution of θ is from the normal family, the expectation of the
inverse of the sample covariance matrix is




c−1 =
E Σ

n−1
Ω.
n−d−2

(5.6)

Thus the unbiased sample precision matrix estimator can be constructed by multiplying out the biased factor (Muirhead 2005, p. 136):
c =
Ω
N

n − d − 2 c−1
Σ = (n − d − 2)S −1 .
n−1

(5.7)

Furthermore, other improved sample based estimates with smaller risk can be
derived for normal distribution (Tsukuma and Konno 2006) and for some other
more general distribution families (Bodnar and Gupta 2011; Gupta, Varga and
Bodnar 2013; Sarr and Gupta 2009).
In a general case, where no assumptions can not be made about the distribution of θ, different propositions for improved precision matrix estimates has
been made. These methods mainly utilise two different approaches: shrinking
and sparsifying. The former shrinks the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix and
the latter imposes sparse constrains to its structure. These methods are further
discussed in sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 respectively.
Most of the covariance and precision matrix estimators are quite sensitive
to outliers. In addition to shrinkage and sparse estimators, a number of robust
methods for dealing with outliers directly has been proposed. Minimum covariance
determinant estimator is one such a method (Rousseeuw 1984; Rousseeuw and
Driessen 1999). It uses only a portion of samples neglecting outliers and rescales
and reweights the estimate. Using these methods for MCMC simulations is not
beneficial, however, as the samples should not contain outliers in the first place.
5.3.1

Shrinkage estimators

As the problem with using the inverse of the sample covariance matrix as the
precision matrix estimate is that the eigenvalues are not accurate, a good idea
for improvement would be to control them somehow. Shrinkage estimators forms
a linear combination of the sample estimator with some target. Depending on
the method, the target matrix can be for example the identity matrix or heuristically chosen prior matrix. With some wise choice of coefficients, the procedure
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shrinks the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix, thus the name shrinkage
estimator.
The shrinkage method was first introduced by Stein (1956). Ledoit and Wolf
(2004) later proposed an extended method called linear shrinkage estimator by
applying identity matrix as the target. They showed that the results are wellbehaved and optimal in the quadratic mean sense. More recently, they further
extended the idea into nonlinear shrinkage estimator by utilising the theory of the
random matrices (Ledoit and Wolf 2012).
Optimal linear shrinkage estimator (OLSE), proposed by Bodnar, Gupta and
Parolya (2014a), is a generalisation of the linear shrinkage estimator, where the
target matrix can be an arbitrary deliberate positive-definite symmetric matrix.
The estimator forms the covariance matrix which still needs to be inverted in order
to get the precision matrix. Bodnar, Gupta and Parolya (2014b) later extended
the method to directly estimate the precision matrix. The OLSE estimator for
the precision matrix is given by
b
c
c + βΩ
bΩ
Ω
OLSE = α
0,

(5.8)

where
c = nS −1 ,
Ω

(5.9)

d
b =1− −
α
n
c
Ω

1
n
2
F

c
Ω

Ω0

2
tr
2
F

Ω0


− tr

2
F

c
ΩΩ

2

(5.10)

0

and
βb = 1 −

d
b
−α
n

!



c
tr ΩΩ
0

Ω0

2



.

(5.11)

F

The oracle OLSE estimator, where Ω0 is the true unknown precision matrix, is
a consistent estimator for the precision matrix under high-dimensional asymptotics (Bodnar, Gupta and Parolya 2014b). The bona fide OLSE estimator, where a
chosen prior precision matrix is used as Ω0 , is optimal in the sense of the Frobenius
loss. Providing relevant prior information on the spectrum of the precision matrix
into Ω0 can significantly improve the estimator. If no relevant prior information
is available, one naive choice is to set Ω0 = I/n. In the context of the tilted
distribution approximation in the EP algorithm, the cavity distribution g−i (θ) is
convenient and likely effective choice for the prior.
5.3.2

Sparse estimators

Sparse precision matrix estimators assumes that either the covariance or the precision matrix or both are sparse matrices. Here it is noteworthy that, in general,
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the inverse of a sparse matrix is not sparse. If the matrix is block diagonal or
can be permuted into such, the inverse is also sparse. This requires that θ can
be partitioned into sets that are independent of each other. In other words, an
element in the precision matrix is zero, if the corresponding variables are independent conditionally on the others. Such assumptions are often reasonable and
yields better conditioned estimates when justified.
Possibly the most popular sparse precision matrix estimator is the graphical
lasso method (Friedman, Hastie and Tibshirani 2008). It uses L1 penalty to enforce
sparsity on the precision matrix. The parameter for controlling the sparsity level
can be selected using cross-validation. Various improvements and modifications
for this method has been proposed (Witten, Friedman and Simon 2011; Zhang
and Zou 2014).
Sparse precision matrix estimators tend to work better than shrinkage based
ones when the number of samples n is smaller than the number of variables d.
However, because sparse precision matrix estimators try to learn independences
from the data, they are numerically unstable with highly correlated data. Also
if the number of samples n is much greater than the number of variables d, the
shrinkage based estimators tend to work better. Figure 5.1 shows comparisons of
sample, OLSE and graphical lasso estimates for simulated sparse and full precision
matrices. Clearly the graphical lasso method works best for the former case and
OLSE for the latter case.
5.3.3

Control variates

In addition to the tailored covariance estimator methods, some general MC variance reduction methods might also be usable in the estimation of the covariance
or precision matrix from samples. Control variates is one such a technique. It was
first introduced by Boyle (1977) in a context of financial option price estimation.
It uses auxiliary estimates of known quantities to counter the error in the evaluation of the target estimate. Applying the control variates for moment estimation
is described in appendix B.
In the estimation of the tilted distribution moments in the EP algorithm,
control variates can be naturally constructed by using the corresponding cavity
distribution as the approximative distribution with known expectation. While
control variates method is often applicable and convenient, using it for estimating
moments from MCMC samples, is problematic. This is because the probability
density of the target distribution at the samples should be known in normalised
form and estimating the required normalisation constant is in general a hard task.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of different precision matrix estimators for simulated data
sets. In the first row, the true underlying covariance has sparse structure, and
in the second row, the true covariance matrix is full. The data set contains 32
samples drawn from a corresponding normal distribution with 16 dimensions. For
the sparse case, the sparsity parameter of the graphical lasso estimator has been
selected with cross-validation. In the full covariance case however, the sparsity
has been set manually to a low value, as cross-validation results in zero sparsity,
which corresponds to the sample estimate.

5.4

Other considerations

The following considerations apply for different algorithmic situations related to
using EP for distributed Bayesian inference. All of them propose some small
changes or additional features to the EP algorithm introduced in chapter 4 that
aims to make the inference computationally more effective or stable.
5.4.1

Asynchronous parallelisation

As pointed out before in section 4.1, when multiple points are distributed to one
site in EP, the inference on the site becomes harder and slower. In such a setting,
and especially if the difference in the number of points in each site is large, some
inference units might complete their computation sooner than others. In these
cases, it could be beneficial to update the global approximation in the master
node as soon as two or more nodes has finished the inference. These faster nodes
could then start a new iteration with updated information while other nodes are
still busy. Different techniques for determining when to prematurely combine sites
can be designed and applied depending on the problem.
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First iteration estimate

As the effectiveness of the distributed EP method comes from the message passing
after the first iteration, it could be beneficial to use the first iteration of the EP
algorithm to get only a rough estimate of the likelihood contributions for the
sites. If sample based methods are used to perform the inference on the tilted
distribution, the speed-up can be achieved for example by simply decreasing the
number of obtained samples.
5.4.3

Mixing the samples

Conventionally the final posterior approximation for p(θ |y) in EP is obtained
from the current global approximation g(θ). If sampling is used to approximate
the tilted distributions in the sites, another option is to form the final approximation by mixing the samples from the last iteration site approximations. Mixing
the samples is justified, because after the EP algorithm has converged, the tilted
distributions should be consistent with each other and with the global approximation. Because this sample based approximation resembles the EP-based marginal
improvements described by Cseke and Heskes (2011), mixing the samples could
take possible skewness in the posterior distribution better into account.
5.4.4

Reusing simulations

If the tilted distributions in EP are approximated using MCMC methods, the
last sample of the previous iteration serves as a convenient starting point for
the next iteration simulation. In addition, other samples could also be reused
from the previous iterations with importance sampling. Several approaches for
this importance sampling scheme exists. A basic method is given for example by
Barthelmé and Chopin (2014) and more elaborate one by Cornuet et al. (2012).
Reusing samples from the previous iterations will likely be very effective especially
when the EP algorithm is close to convergence. At the convergence, the samples
should be obtained practically for free.
5.4.5

Smoothing

Another way of countering oscillation in the EP is to apply smoothing into the
tilted distributions; in every iteration, the approximated tilted distribution is
shifted into the direction of the previous tilted distributions. Smoothing is more
general form of damping, where only the previous iteration tilted distribution
is considered. In smoothing, arbitrary many previous tilted distributions can be
considered, though intuitively it would be sensible to weight more resent iterations
more than the older ones.
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Shifting the distributions can be done in many ways. If sample based estimates
are used to approximate the first and second moment of the tilted distribution,
combining the samples from the previous iterations seems reasonable. Instead
of storing the samples θ from each iteration, an efficient way of conducting this
sample combining is to store the scatter matrix Si presented in equation 5.3, the
sample mean θ i and the number of contributing samples ni from sufficiently many
previous iterations i = 1, 2, . . . , p and combine them accordingly:
n

new

=

p
X

(5.12)

w i ni ,

i=1

θ

new

=

S new =

p
1 X

nnew
p
X

(5.13)

w i ni θ i ,

i=1





wi Si + ni θi − θ

new



θi − θ

new

T 

i=1

where wi is the desired weight for the corresponding iteration.

,

(5.14)
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Chapter 6

Experiments
This chapter presents the experiments conducted for testing the EP algorithm discussed in chapter 4. Multiple simulated hierarchical linear regression and classification problems are constructed and tested with different setup. All the problems
have J = 100 hierarchical groups and D = 20 dimensional explanatory variable.
The data sets are simulated from the models with 40–60 samples per group. The
EP algorithm is tested with K = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 sites.
The models used in the experiments are defined in section 6.1. Sections 6.2
and 6.3 describes how the data sets are simulated. The EP algorithm and the
algorithmic choices related to it are discussed in section 6.4. Finally, in section 6.5,
the results are presented.

6.1

Model definitions

In these experiments, the EP algorithm for distributed inference is tested with
several hierarchical linear regression and classification problems. In both of these,
four different model structures are defined, and for each of these, uncorrelated
and correlated explanatory variable structures are used to generate the data. The
model structures are denoted by #1 – #4. h
iT
In the following model definitions, x = x1 x2 . . . xD denotes the explanatory variable vector with D components and y denotes
the response variable.
h
iT
Model parameter α is the intercept coefficient and β = β1 β2 . . . βD is the
regression coefficient vector.
6.1.1

Problem types

The experimented problems in this thesis are of two different main types: linear
regression and classification. The general form of the linear regression experiment
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models is:
y |x, α, β, σ ∼ N(f (x), σ ),

(6.1)

σ ∼ log-N(0, σ0 )

(6.2)

and similarly the general form of the classification models is:




y |x, α, β ∼ Bernoulli logit−1 (f (x)) ,

(6.3)

where the latent variable f (x) is defined in general level as
f (x) = α + β T x.

(6.4)

−1

Function logit (t) is the inverse logit function or the logistic function given by
et
1
=
.
(6.5)
et + 1
1 + e−t
The precise definition of the latent variable and related parameters depends on
the hierarchical model structure. However, as the linear regression problem contains the parameter σ, that is not directly related to the latent variable f (x), it
has to be added into the shared parameters φ defined in the hierarchical model
structures. As seen from equation (6.3), classification problems does not have
such a parameter.
logit−1 (t) =

6.1.2

Hierarchical models

Four different models for the latent variable f (x) are defined. Each of these
impose different hierarchical structure to the resulting model. In the following, j =
1, 2, . . . , J denotes the index of the associated hierarchical group of the parameters
and d = 1, 2, . . . , D denotes the index of the explanatory variable. The defined
model structures are:
Model #1:

f (x) = αj + βx
αj ∼ N(0, σα )
βd ∼ N(0, σβ )


hyper
σα ∼ log-N 0, σσ,α

h

φ = log(σα ) β
Model #2:

iT



,

f (x) = αj + βj x
αj ∼ N(0, σα )


[βj ]d ∼ N 0, [σβ ]d




hyper
σα ∼ log-N 0, σσ,α



h



hyper
[σβ ]d ∼ log-N 0, σσ,β

h

i 
d

iT

φ = log(σα ) log(σβ )

,
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f (x) = αj + βj x
αj ∼ N(µα , σα )


[βj ]d ∼ N [µβ ]d , [σβ ]d


hyper
µα ∼ N 0, σµ,α



h



hyper
[µβ ]d ∼ N 0, σµ,β



σα ∼ log-N





i 

d

hyper
0, σσ,α

h

hyper
[σβ ]d ∼ log-N 0, σσ,β

i 
d

iT

h

φ = µα log(σα ) µβ log(σβ )
Model #4:

,

f (x) = αj + βj x
αj ∼ Laplace(µα , σα )


[βj ]d ∼ Laplace [µβ ]d , [σβ ]d


hyper
µα ∼ Laplace 0, σµ,α



h



hyper
[µβ ]d ∼ Laplace 0, σµ,β

σα ∼ half-Cauchy






i 

d

hyper
0, σσ,α

h

hyper
[σβ ]d ∼ half-Cauchy 0, σσ,β

h

i 
d

iT

φ = µα log(σα ) µβ log(σβ )

.

In the hierarchical model definitions, the vector φ denotes the shared parameters inferred with the EP algorithm. However, if used with linear regression
base model, the base error variance log(σ) has to be added into it. The positive
constrained variance parameters added to the vector φ are first transformed to
unconstrained space, so that a joint normal distribution can be used to approximate the posterior of φ better.

6.2

Simulating data sets

Simulating data sets from the models is straightforward. First suitable parameters are set or sampled based on the hyperparameters. Then the explanatory
variable is sampled from some selected distribution. Finally the response variable
is determined by calculating f (x) and sampling from the corresponding distribution.
The simulated data set are build using J = 100 hierarchical groups with each
containing a random number of samples between 40 and 60. In our realisation,
the resulting total number of simulated data points is 4979 in all the problems.
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The number of explanatory variables is set to D = 20. The parameters of the
models in every problem, if present, are selected in the following manner:
•

Linear regression noise variance σ 2 = 1. The prior variance for the noise σ0
is not ordered as σ is selected manually.

•

Group variance of the intercept of the latent variable σα2 = 1. The hyperhyper
parameter σσ,α
is not ordered as σα is selected manually.

•

Group mean of the intercept of the latent variable µα = 0.1. The hyperhyper
is not ordered as µα is selected manually.
parameter σµ,α

•

The
hyperparameter
of the group mean of a coefficient of the latent variable
h
i
hyper 2
= 1, ∀d = 1, 2, . . . , D.
σµ,β

•

The hyperparameter
of the group variance of a coefficient of the latent varih
i
hyper 2
able σσ,β
= 1, ∀d = 1, 2, . . . , D.

d

d

The explanatory variable is sampled from normal distribution: x ∼ N(µx , Σx ),
where all the components have the same mean and they are homoscedastic in every
problem. In linear regression problems, the parameter µx is set to zero, as the
mean does not affect the uncertainty in the outcome of the data set. In the classification problems however, it has to be regulated and it is set homogeneously to
µx = µx 1. For the covariance parameter Σx , two different types of structures are
used:
•

uncorrelated explanatory variable:

Σx = σx2 I,

•

correlated explanatory variable:

Σx = σx2 Σ0 .

where the controlled parameter is σx2 . More detailed description on the uncertainty
is presented in section 6.3.
In the definition of the correlated explanatory variable covariance, the base covariance structure Σ0 is a random covariance matrix created using modified vines
method described by Lewandowski, Kurowicka and Joe (2009). Their example
implementation generates random correlation matrices that are uniformly distributed in the appropriate subset of RD(D−1)/2 . In general, such correlation matrices
have small off-diagonal elements when the number of variables is big. In these
experiments however, a modified version, as suggested by Lewandowski et al., is
used to generate correlation matrices with larger correlations; the partial correlations are sampled from Beta(2, 2) linearly transformed to range [−0.8, 0.8]. Using
this method, a random correlation matrix is sampled and assigned into the covariance structure Σ0 directly. Thus Σ0 is normalised to have unit variance in each
variable.
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Regulating the uncertainty

When simulating data sets from the models, it is necessary to pay attention to the
difficulty of fitting it. The resulting data set should not be too easy to fit into the
model but the uncertainty in the data should not be too high either. The resulting
uncertainty can be measured and controlled in many ways. In these experiments,
suitable explanatory variable distribution parameters µx and σx2 are determined
conditional on the model parameters separately for each hierarchical group. Naturally, this requires that the explanatory variable is sampled separately for each
group. An alternative way would have been to determine suitable values without
conditioning on the model parameters and use common sampling distribution of
x for each group. In the following two sections, denoting the conditioning on
the model parameters and the hierarchical group index is omitted for the sake of
clarity.
6.3.1

Linear regression

In linear regression experiments, the uncertainty is controlled by analysing how
much of the variability in the response variable y comes from the explanatory
variable and how much from the noise. The ration of these two should be constant
between different experiments.
Let random variable F = f (x) = α + β T x. The controlled measure is the
coefficient of determination
R2 = [Cor(y, F )]2 =

Var(F )
.
Var(y)

(6.6)

The above equation is derived in the appendix C. The variances of F and y are
determined by the model parameters β and σ and by the covariance matrix of the
explanatory variable x:
Var(F ) = β T Σx β

Var(y) = β T Σx β + σ 2 .

(6.7)

For emphasis, let R02 ∈ (0, 1) denote a selected target value for R2 . Substituting
the variances in equations (6.7) into equation (6.6) gives
β T Σx β
= R02 ,
T
2
β Σx β + σ
R02
β T Σx β =
σ2.
2
1 − R0

(6.8)
(6.9)

It can be seen from equations (6.6) and (6.7) that the location parameter µx
and intercept coefficient α does not affect the coefficient of determination. Thus
it is sufficient to regulate only the covariance structure Σx while µx is set to zero.
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Substituting the covariances in equation (6.9) with the defined structures Σx =
σx2 Σ0 gives the direct rules for determining the controlled parameter
of uncorrelated and correlated explanatory variable respectively:

σx2 I and Σx =
σx2 in the case
σx2 =

R02
σ2
β T β(1 − R02 )

σx2 =

or

R02
σ2.
β T Σ0 β(1 − R02 )

(6.10)

It can be seen from these equations that smaller elements in the vector β results in
bigger value for the covariance scale σx2 . For numerical stability, the realisations of
β are regulated so that β T β is forced to be greater than 1 · 10−4 by using rejection
sampling.
6.3.2

Classification

In classification experiments, the uncertainty is controlled by setting restrictions
to the random variable P = logit−1 (f (x)), that is the probability of y falling into
one of the classes. The aim is to control the distribution of P so that it rarely
gets values near zero or one. In such a case, the class of y is not too certain
but dependent on the noise. The controlling of P is done by first selecting the
model parameters and then assigning suitable parameters for the distribution of
x ∼ N(µx , Σx ).
In the following, we inspect the effect of the distribution of x into P conditional
on the model parameters and present restrictions to the tail probabilities of P .
Similarly as in section 6.3.1, let random variable F = f (x) = α + β T x. Because F
is a sum of normally distributed random variables, its distribution is also normal
and
E(F ) = α + β T µx ,
Var(F ) = β T Σx β.
(6.11)
The distribution of P is logit-normal with P ∼ logit-N(E(F ), Var(F )) and its
cumulative distribution function is (Hinde 2014)






1
logit(p) − E(F ) 
.
Pr(P ≤ p) = 1 + erf  q
2
2 Var(F )

(6.12)

´π 2
The function erf(t) = √2π 0 e−t dt is the Gaussian error function, which is strictly
increasing and its inverse can be approximated in various ways (Strecok 1968).
The restrictions are assigned so that
Pr(P ≤ p0 ) < γ0

and

Pr(P > p0 ) < γ0 ,

(6.13)

where p0 and γ0 are both some small probability values bellow 0.5. When denoting
both of the above inequations with Pr(P ≤ p) ≶ γ, where < applies when (p, γ) =
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(p0 , γ0 ) and > when (p, γ) = (1 − p0 , 1 − γ0 ), we get


erf 



logit(p) − E(F ) 
q

2 Var(F )

≶ 2γ − 1.

(6.14)

Because erf(t) is strictly increasing, its inverse can be applied so that
logit(p) − E(F )
q

2 Var(F )

≶ erf -1 (2γ − 1).

(6.15)

As both p0 and γ0 are assumed to be smaller than 0.5, both terms logit(p0 ) and
erf -1 (2γ0 − 1) are negative. Furthermore, because logit(t) = − logit(1 − t) and
erf -1 (t) = − erf -1 (−t), the pair of inequations (6.15) can be combined into one
sufficient inequation:
logit(p0 ) + |E(F )|
Var(F ) < √
.
2 erf -1 (2γ0 − 1)

q

(6.16)

In order for a solution to exist, it is clear that the right side of this inequation
must be positive. This gives gives us a necessary condition

|E(F )| < − logit(p0 ).

(6.17)

However, it is also necessary to add some clearance to this condition by selecting
the smallest acceptable standard deviation for F denoted by σf,0 and defining an
upper bound δf,max for the magnitude of the mean of F by
√
(6.18)
|E(F )| ≤ δf,max := 2 σf,0 erf -1 (2γ0 − 1) − logit(p0 ).
It can be seen from equation (6.16), that the standard deviation of f (x) reaches
its maximum value
q

logit(p0 )
Var(F ) ≤ σf,max := √
2 erf -1 (2γ0 − 1)

(6.19)

when E(F ) = 0. Here it should also be noted that, in order for the condition (6.18)
to be satisfiable, the threshold value σf,0 has to be selected so that it is smaller than
σf,max . The threshold values used in the experiments of this thesis are presented
in the table 6.1.
The derived conditions can be used to select suitable values for the parameters
of x in various ways. The following describes the selected procedure in these
experiments. First it is inspected, whether or not the mean condition (6.18) is
satisfied when µx = 0, that is check if |α| ≤ δf,max . If this condition is satisfied, µx
is set to zero and Σx is set so that the combined mean variance condition (6.16)
is satisfied precisely. In the other case, µx is set so that the mean condition (6.18)
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Table 6.1: The threshold values for restricting the tail probabilities of the classification probability P . The selected values p0 and γ0 are utilised in equation (6.13)
and σf,0 in equation (6.18). The resulting value δf,max is defined in equation (6.18)
and σf,max in equation (6.19). The resulting upper bounds are presented approximately.
Selected values
p0
0.2

γ0
0.01

Resulting upper
bounds
σf,0
0.25

δf,max
0.80

σf,max
0.60

is satisfied precisely with smallest possible change in the mean of F and Σx is set
2
so that β T Σx β = σf,0
.
With this explanatory variable parameter selection method, the distribution
of P does not depend on the values of β or the dimensionality D. Parameter α
affects the distribution by tilting it towards zero or one so that
logit(p0 ) + |α0 |
√
P ∼ logit-N α ,
,
2 erf -1 (2γ0 − 1)

(6.20)

α0 = min(max(α, −δf,max ), δf,max ).

(6.21)

!

0

where

The equation (6.21) limits the effect of α to the range [−δf,max , δf,max ], where the
maximally tilted distributions P ∼ logit-N(±δf,max , σf,0 ) corresponds to the border values. As mentioned before, the maximal variance case P ∼ logit-N(0, σf,max )
is achieved, when α = 0. Figure 6.1 illustrates these two extreme distributions
corresponding to the used parameter values shown in the table 6.1.
In the definition, the mean parameter is restricted to µx = µx 1 and the
covariance parameter either to Σx = σx2 I or to Σx = σx2 Σ0 corresponding to the
cases of uncorrelated and correlated explanatory variables respectively. Regardless
of the chosen explanatory variable structure, applying equation (6.18) for the mean
parameter µx simplifies to

µx =


δ
−α

 f,max

,
PD



i=1 βi


if α > δf,max ,

−δf,max − α
, if α < −δf,max ,
PD
i=1 βi
0
otherwise.









(6.22)
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(a) P ∼ logit-N(+δf,max , σf,0 )

(b) P ∼ logit-N(0, σf,max )

1

Figure 6.1: Illustration of the resulting extreme distributions of the classification
probability P using the selected parameter values presented in the table 6.1. Subfigure 6.1a corresponds to the case of |α| ≥ δf,max and subfigure 6.1b to the case
of α = 0. These distributions do not depend on the parameter β.
In the case Σx = σx2 I, the variance parameter σx becomes
logit(p0 ) + |α|
√
,
-1 (2γ − 1) 2β T β
erf
0
σx =

σf,0


√ T ,
β β






if |α| ≤ δf,max ,
(6.23)
otherwise,

and in the case Σx = σx2 Σ0






σx = 



√

6.4

logit(p0 ) + |α|
√
, if |α| ≤ δf,max ,
− 1) 2β T Σ0 β

erf -1 (2γ0

σf,0
,
β T Σ0 β

(6.24)

otherwise.

Methods

The hierarchical EP algorithm presented in chapter 4 and particularly in section 4.3 is experimented with the problems defined in sections 6.1 to 6.3 using
various settings. The algorithm is implemented in Python programming language
and it uses various packages and externalisations for numerical efficiency. More
detailed technical description and the program itself is available online (Sivula
2014). The implementation uses parallel EP but the inference on the sites is not
parallelised. The site inference and the full reference models are conducted using
Stan probabilistic programming language (Stan Development Team 2014b) with
PyStan interface (Stan Development Team 2014a). The programs are run using
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computer resources of the Science-IT project within the Aalto University School
of Science.
The implemented EP algorithm approximates the joint posterior distribution
of the shared parameters φ by a normal distribution. The setting in the EP
algorithm are the following:
•

The number of sites is set to K = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64.

•

The tilted distribution precision matrix is approximated with the sample
estimator, OLSE or graphical lasso estimator with cross-validation. The
OLSE estimator uses the known precision matrix of the current cavity distribution as the prior for the estimated precision matrix. The graphical
lasso (denoted with G-lasso-CV) is implemented in Scikit-learn library for
Python (Pedregosa et al. 2011).

•

Damping is applied by using exponentially decreasing damping factor with
decay rate 0.22 (multiplied by 0.8 in each site update failure). The algorithm
stops if the damping factor decreases below 1 · 10−6 . The initial damping
factor in each iteration also decays exponentially as a function of the iteration. In the first iteration, it is set to 1 and it decreases towards zero with
decay rate 0.18.

•

Site inference is conducted with a no-U-turn Hamiltonian MCMC sampler
with 8 chains and 500 iterations, of which 250 is used as a warm-up. These
settings result in 2000 samples. The effect of the number of samples is tested
by conducting selected experiments also with half the chains resulting in
1000 samples. The last samples from the MCMC iteration are used as a
starting point for the inferences in the next EP iterations.

•

The prior for the shared parameters is φ ∼ N(µ0 , Σ0 ), where µ0 = 0 and
Σ0 = 1.52 · I.

•

If the tilted distribution precision matrix estimation fails, that is the estimated matrix is not positive definite, the site update is set to zero. However,
the used number of samples in the estimation is relatively high and it is
unlikely that the estimation fails.

The corresponding full model using the whole data set without EP or partitioning
is used for comparison. The normal approximation for the posterior of the full
model for each problem is formed by sampling from the same Stan model used for
corresponding tilted distributions. The settings for the sampling of the full model
are set to four chains, 15000 samples per chain, 5000 samples burn-in and every
second sample discarded, which result in a total of 20000 samples.
Each EP algorithm is run for 26 iterations or until the damping factor reaches
the threshold. In every iteration, the current approximation for the posterior of
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θ, denoted by NEP = N(µEP , ΣEP ), is compared against the normal posterior
approximation from the full model, denoted by Nfull = N(µfull , Σfull ). Two different error measures are used: mean squared error (MSE) and KL-divergence. The
MSE is calculated between the means:
D
1 X
MSE(µfull kµEP ) =
([µEP ]d − [µfull ]d )2 ,
D d=1

(6.25)

and the KL-divergence is calculated from the EP approximation to full approximation (Kullback 1959, p. 189):


1
T
−1
KL(Nfull kNEP ) = (µEP − µfull ) ΣEP
(µEP − µfull )
2


−1
+ tr ΣEP
Σfull

6.5



!

(6.26)

|ΣEP | 
.
− D + log
|Σfull |

Results

This section presents the results of the experiments. As stated before, multiple
simulated hierarchical linear regression and classification problems are constructed
and tested with different setup. All the problems have J = 100 hierarchical groups
and D = 20 dimensional explanatory variable. The data sets are simulated from
the models with 40–60 samples per group. The EP algorithm is tested with
K = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 sites.
The results of the experiments are shown in the figures 6.2 – 6.9. Figure 6.2
shows that the average step size of the MCMC iterations are bigger when the
data set is partitioned into smaller sets. This supports the intuition, that the site
inference becomes faster and easier when the number of partitions is increased.
The effect of the used number of sites and different variance reduction methods
are shown in the figure 6.3. It can be seen from this figure, that increasing the
number of partitions increases the approximation error. Using different variance
reduction methods may improve the results in some situations, but may also
introduce bias and thus increase the error in the outcome.
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 shows that the approximation error decreases when the
EP algorithm advances and all the examples converge in 26 iterations. The MSE
error does not behave as smoothly as the KL-divergence error because it only
considers the means of the approximation.
Figures 6.6 and 6.7 compares the mean and standard deviation of individual
shared parameters between the EP and full approximation for K = 16. The
means have little difference but the standard deviations, particularly for σβ , have
a systematic difference.
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step size

The effect of the precision of the tilted distribution moment estimates is illustrated in the figure 6.8. The error in the resulting approximation is smaller with
more precise estimate in every example. The settings for the damping factor are
the same for all the experiments. It can also be seen that the difference is relatively
big, when the number of sites and the magnitude of the error is big.
Finally, in the figure 6.9, the difference in the KL-divergence with correlated
and uncorrelated explanatory variable is shown. It can be seen from this figure
that the number of sites has different effect on the resulting approximation error
on different data sets; the data set with uncorrelated explanatory variable results
in a smaller approximation error than the data set with correlated explanatory
variable when K = 2, but the trends bypasses each other between K = 32 and
K = 64.

0.15

0.10

2

4

8

16

32

64

K
Figure 6.2: The average step size in the MCMC iterations in all the problems with
different number of groups. In this example, the explanatory variable is correlated
and sample estimate is used to approximate tilted distribution moments.
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Figure 6.3: Final obtained KL-divergence with correlated explanatory variable
with different tilted distribution moment estimates. In the upper right graph,
x marks failed runs that did not converge. Columns correspond to linear regression and classification problems correspondingly and rows corresponds to different
model structures. The y-axis is in the logarithmic scale.
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Figure 6.4: MSE for each iteration with correlated explanatory variable and
sample estimate. Colours denote the used number of sites. In the lower right
graph, lines corresponding to K = 2 and K = 4 end prematurely because the
damping factor reaches the threshold. Columns correspond to linear regression
and classification problems correspondingly and rows corresponds to different
model structures. The y-axis is in the logarithmic scale.
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Figure 6.5: KL-divergence for each iteration with correlated explanatory variable
and sample estimate. Colours denote the used number of sites. In the lower
right graph, lines corresponding to K = 2 and K = 4 end prematurely because
the damping factor reaches the threshold. Columns correspond to linear regression and classification problems correspondingly and rows corresponds to different
model structures. The y-axis is in the logarithmic scale.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the posterior mean and standard deviation of the shared
parameters between the EP (φEP ) and the full (φfull ) approximation in the linear
regression problem. In this example, the number of sites K = 16, the explanatory
variable is correlated and sample estimate is used to approximate tilted distribution moments. The resulting EP approximation has been constructed by mixing
the samples from all the sites. Markers and the corresponding parameters are:
µα , log(σα ), µβ , log(σβ ), β and σ. The red diagonal line shows the
points of equivalence. Rows corresponds to different model structures.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of the posterior mean and standard deviation of the
shared parameters between the EP (φEP ) and the full (φfull ) approximation in the
classification problem. In this example, the number of sites K = 16, the explanatory variable is correlated and sample estimate is used to approximate tilted
distribution moments. The resulting EP approximation has been constructed by
mixing the samples from all the sites. Markers and the corresponding parameters
are: µα , log(σα ), µβ , log(σβ ) and β. The red diagonal line shows the
points of equivalence. Rows corresponds to different model structures.
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Figure 6.8: The ratio of the KL-divergence with 2000 and 1000 samples per site
inference for each iteration. The problem is the linear regression problem with
model structure #3. Sample estimate is used to approximate tilted distribution
moments.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of KL(Nfull kNEP ) between the results obtained for uncorrelated and correlated explanatory variable for different number of groups. The
problem is the linear regression problem with model structure #3. Sample estimate is used to approximate tilted distribution moments. The y-axis is in the
logarithmic scale.
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Chapter 7

Discussion
Using EP for distributed Bayesian inference offers many benefits but also introduces possible issues. As the site terms become more complex, it is not generally
possible to obtain unbiased estimates for the precision matrix of the tilted distribution. The noise and the bias in these estimates might affect the outcome of
the algorithm. The applicability of the method into specific problems must be
carefully inspected. However, as shown in the experiments in the chapter 6 and
in the results in the section 6.5, it is possible to obtain good results with biased
estimates.
The effect of damping factor is not tested in these experiments. It is clear, that
the decay rate of the damping factor affect the speed of convergence. However,
the effect of damping rate to the resulting approximation requires further analysis.
It is likely that, if the tilted distribution moment estimates are relatively noisy
and biased, major changes in the decay rate of the damping factor may affect the
error in the resulting approximation.
It was illustrated in the figure 6.8 that the increase in the moment estimates
increase the approximation error. Here it must be noted that the settings for
the damping factor were the same between the experiments. By adjusting the
damping factor, it might be possible get results with equal approximation error
but with different convergence speed.
Different variance reduction methods can be used to decrease the noise in
the estimates of the tilted distribution moments and thus improve the results.
However, as these methods may also increase the bias in the estimates, further
analysis on their applicability must be conducted. For sample based methods,
more straightforward way of reducing the variance is to increase the number of
samples. However, unlike some of the other variance reduction methods, this
increase in the number of samples might also increase the computational complexity considerably.
One of the main benefits of the method is the scalability. However, as seen
from the figure 6.3, increasing the number of sites increases also the error. On
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the other hand, as seen from the figure 6.2, increasing the number of sites makes
it possible to use bigger step size and thus the individual site inferences might
converge faster. The behaviour of the error or the step size with large number of
sites is not analysed in this thesis. Thus, further analysis would be required to
make conclusions about the scalability.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions
EP is usually applied to Bayesian inference problems by factoring the data points
into the sites pointwise. Partitioning the points into the sites in bigger sets instead
offers more possibilities for distributed inference. Choosing the optimal factorisation is a complex problem. Bigger sites yields more information on each inference
so that the number of required iterations is likely to decrease. However, smaller
sites are faster to make inference upon. In addition, using fewer sites introduce
less approximation error.
In addition to the EP, various methods exists for distributed Bayesian inference. However, they all share the same downside: the inference in the separate
partitions is conducted independent on the others. EP performs the inference
iteratively and uses the message passing feature to include information from the
other partitions or sites into the inference of the others in the next iteration via the
cavity distribution. The same approach can be incorporated into the other distributed EP methods by iterating the method and using the posterior distribution
as the prior for the next iteration.
EP algorithm considers the likelihood of each site with the approximation
of the other sites and updates the corresponding site approximation by moment
matching. This requires that the tilted distribution moments can be approximated. Sampling with MCMC methods provides a versatile method for performing
this approximation. However, it is not generally possible to obtain an unbiased
estimate of the precision matrix from samples. This may introduce error in the
resulting approximation or it may prevent the algorithm from converging. However, as shown by the results of the experiments in this thesis, good results can
be obtained by using biased moment estimates.
Various variance reduction methods can be applied to the tilted distribution
moment estimation. By reducing the noise in the estimates, such methods may
help to reduce the error in the resulting EP approximation or speed up the convergence. However, they may also introduce bias and care should be taken when
using them.
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The advantage of using EP for distributed Bayesian inference, when compared
to the other methods with independent site inferences, lies in the message passing
feature. Because of it, the computational effort in MCMC methods can be concentrated on the important areas. Areas contradicted by other sites get only small
weight in the cavity distribution and are thus payed less attention to in the site
inference.
When EP is applied for hierarchical models, the problem may be simplified.
The information of the local parameters of one hierarchical group does not affect
the inference of the other groups. If one group is inferred only in one site, the
information of the corresponding local parameters do not need to be passed for
the other sites. Thus the local parameters can be omitted from the parameters
included in the EP message passing feature. This decreases the computational
complexity of the algorithm greatly.
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Appendix A

Sample covariance matrix rank
Consider n samples θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θn from d-dimensional random variable θ and the
corresponding d × n sample data matrix Θ obtained by concatenating all the
c is defined by
samples column-wise. The d × d sample covariance matrix Σ
c=
Σ

n 

T

T
1 X
1 
θi − θ θi − θ =
Θ − θ1Tn Θ − θ1Tn ,
n − 1 i=1
n−1

(A.1)

where θ = n1 ni=1 θi is the sample mean. This appendix presents an upper bound
c
for the rank of Σ.
P

Lemma A.1. rank(A) = rank(AAT ), ∀A ∈ Rm,n .
Proof. Let x ∈ Rm . It is clear that AT x = 0 ⇒ AAT x = 0. If we assume that
T
AAT x = 0, then xT AAT x = 0 and (AT x) (AT x) = 0, and further AT x = 0.
Thus AT x = 0 ⇔ AAT x = 0, ∀x, that is nul(AT ) = nul(AAT ). From the
Rank–nullity theorem, we get
















nul AT + rank AT = m = nul AAT + rank AAT .
Because the rank of a matrix is the same as the rank of its transpose, eliminating
nul(AT ) and nul(AAT ) gives rank(A) = rank(AT ) = rank(AAT ).




c ≤ min(d, n).
Theorem A.2. rank Σ








c = rank Θ − θ1T . Because the
Proof. From the lemma A.1, we get rank Σ
n




c
rank of a matrix can not be greater than its smaller dimension, rank Σ
min(d, n).

≤
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Appendix B

Control variates
This appendix presents the control variates method and applies it to the estimation of moments from samples. Consider a multidimensional random variable of
which we have independent samples Z. Let random variable f (Z) be an unbiased
estimate vector for some unknown quantity of interest E(f (Z)) = qf and let h(Z)
be a vector of random variables with known expectation E(h(Z)) = qh . Using
these control variates, another unbiased estimator for qf can be constructed by
fb(Z) = f (Z) − C T (h(Z) − qh )

(B.1)

with any choice of conformable matrix C. The optimal coefficient C, that minimises the variance of fb(Z), is
h

i−1

C ∗ = Var(h(Z))

Cov(h(Z), f (Z))

(B.2)

In practice, the optimal coefficient C ∗ is not known in advance, but has to be
estimated from the samples. If h(Z) and f (Z) are correlated, the variance of
fb(Z) can be smaller than of f (Z). The more correlated the variables are, the
better variance reduction is achieved. Some results on the reduced variance are
given for example by Lavenberg, Moeller and Welch (1982).
Consider the case of estimating the first and the second moment of the distribution of θ from samples Θ. Assume that a distribution q(θ) with known mean
µq and covariance Σq is available and assume that it correlates with the true
distribution p(θ). Using this distribution, control variates can be constructed by
weighting the corresponding samples with the ratio of the probabilities of the two
distributions, that is using importance sampling to estimate the known moments.
The first moment can be estimated by setting
f (Θ) = θ =
h(Θ) =

n
1X
θi ,
n i=1

n
1X
q(θi )
θi
.
n i=1 p(θi )

(B.3)
(B.4)
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The second moment can be estimated by setting
c=
f 0 (Θ) = Σ

h0 (Θ) =

n
1 X
T
b θ )(θi − µ
bθ) ,
(θi − µ
n − 1 i=1

(B.5)

n
1X
T q(θi )
,
(θi − µq )(θi − µq )
n i=1
p(θi )

(B.6)

and by reshaping f 0 (Θ) and h0 (Θ) into some vectors f (Θ) and h(Θ) for example
b θ can
by flattening the upper triangulars of the matrices. The mean estimate µ
b
be either the sample mean θ or the improved control variates estimate f (Θ) for
the first moment calculated before. The unbiased estimator (B.5) is divided by
b θ is also estimated from the samples whereas the estimator (B.6)
n − 1 because µ
is divided by n because µq is known.
If the correlation between f (Θ) and h(Θ) is low, using control variates is not
beneficial. Thus, additional regularisation can be applied to determine if normal
sample estimates or other estimates should be used instead. This can be done for
example by monitoring the probabilities q(θi ) and/or the coefficient C in various
ways.
The estimation of the optimal coefficient C ∗ is presented in the following two
subsections for the first and the second moment. These estimates may be quite
imprecise but that does not impact too much on the accuracy of the moment
estimates.
First moment
For the first moment, the estimates f (Θ) and h(Θ) are:
f (Θ) = θ =

n
1X
θi ,
n i=1

h(Θ) =

n
1X
q(θi )
.
θi
n i=1 p(θi )

The required terms for the optimal coefficient can be estimated by
n
1 X
q(θi )
Var θi
Var(h(Θ)) = 2
n i=1
p(θi )

1
q(θ)
= Var θ
n
p(θ)

!

!

n
1 X
q(θi )
≈ 2
θi
− µq
n i=1
p(θi )

!

q(θi )
θi
− µq
p(θi )

!T

,
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n X
n
1 X
q(θi )
Cov(h(Θ), f (Θ)) = 2
, θj
Cov θi
n i=1 j=1
p(θi )

!

!

q(θ)
1
,θ
= Cov θ
n
p(θ)
!
n

T
X
1
q(θi )
≈
θi
− µq θi − θ .
n(n − 1) i=1
p(θi )
When calculating the optimal coefficient C ∗ given in equation (B.2), the factors
1/n cancel out.
Second moment
For the second moment, the estimates f (Θ) and h(Θ) are some reshaped vectorisations from
c=
f 0 (Θ) = Σ

n
1 X
T
b θ )(θi − µ
bθ) ,
(θi − µ
n − 1 i=1

and
h0 (Θ) =

n
1X
T q(θi )
(θi − µq )(θi − µq )
,
n i=1
p(θi )

b θ can be either the sample mean θ or the
respectively. The mean estimate µ
improved control variates estimate fb(Θ) for the first moment calculated before.
Let mapping resh( · ) denote the selected reshaping from matrix to vector and
let op( · ) denote the outer product of a vector with itself, that is op(x) = xxT .
Similarly as in the case of the first moment, the variance of h(Θ) can be estimated
directly by
"

!#

q(θ)
1
Var(h(Θ)) = Var resh op(θ − µq )
n
p(θ)
"
!#
n
1 X
q(θi )
op resh op(θi − µq )
≈ 2
− Σq .
n i=1
p(θi )
Because the sample mean is included in the estimate f (Θ), the covariance
between h(Θ) and f (Θ) can not be factored into independent components. Thus
an additional partitioning of the samples into np disjoint sets P1 , P2 , . . . , Pnp is
required. For simplicity, let us assume that each set has equally many samples
ns . The covariance Sns = Cov(hns (Θ), fns (Θ)) for estimates formed with ns
samples can be estimated by simply evaluating h(Θ) and f (Θ) for each set Pi
and calculating the respective sample variance Sbns . As the variance of sample
variance in general is




Var s2 =

1
n−3
µ4 −
σ4 ,
n
n−1
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where µ4 is the fourth moment about the mean, the estimate Sbns has to be scaled
to the total number of samples n by
ns − 3 n − 3 1 c
ns
Cov(h(Θ), f (Θ)) = Sbns +
−
Σ.
n
ns − 1 n − 1 n
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Appendix C

Coefficient of determination
Consider linear regression model defined in equation (6.1). The response variable
can be denoted by
y = F + ε,
(C.1)
where F = f (x) = α + β T x, ε ∼ N(0, σ) and
Cov(F, ε) = 0.

(C.2)

The coefficient of determination R2 is defined as
[Cov(y, F )]2
.
R = [Cor(y, F )] =
Var(y) Var(F )
2

2

(C.3)

The covariance between y and F can be expanded to
Cov(y, F ) = E(yF ) − E(y) E(F )








= E F 2 + F ε − E(F ) + E(ε) E(F )
(C.2)





= E F 2 + E(F ) E(ε) −[E(F )]2 − E(F ) E(ε)




= E F 2 −[E(F )]2
= Var(F ),
Notice that the above equation holds even if the noise term ε would not have zero
mean. By substituting this into equation (C.3), R2 can be simplified to
[Var(F )]2
Var(F )
R =
=
.
Var(y) Var(F )
Var(y)
2

(C.4)
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